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Mr. U. W. Denman, Instructor in Pattern Making
in the Department of Industrial Engineering, died on
Saturday, May 23.
"Denny," as we knew him, was a most likable
man; a conscientious teacher and a thorough going prac-
tical man at his work. He also had the ability to com-
bine theory with practice.
"Denny" was liked by everybody. He had a genial
way with him which made you take to him immediately.
His loss is mourned by the members of the department
who looked to him as one of their best friends. We shall
miss Jhim very much.
Nearing the End
By the time this gets into print the end of the year
will be uncomfortably close—uncomfortable for those un-
dergrads who are struggling with finals, and perhaps
even more uncomfortable for those about to graduate
who realize the happy days of college are over and they
must leave, perhaps for once and all, the old familiar
surroundings and the friends and acquaintances of the
past four years. But such is the close of every school
year, and with it the mingled joy and sorrow that
attends.
The past year has been in general a successful one
—not unusually outstanding in any particular, but never-
theless pleasingly satisfactory, especially on the Engineers'
Quadrangle. The student societies in every case report
increases in membership over last year, and more activity
and interest. The meetings and social gatherings of
every one of these groups have added a lot toward the
fellowship on the quad. Here's to greater success next
year.
Then there was the Engineers' Round-up. It will
be a long time before we cease to remember Dean Turn-
bull as Major Bowe. And who will ever hear "The
Music Goes Round and Round" without recalling Pro-
fessor Field and his English version on that memorable
occasion. The Round-up certainly justified all the time
and effort expended, and it is doubtful if there ever was
a better one.
The engineers have reason to feel a certain pride in
the recent Engineers' Day. A lot could be said of the
value of such an undertaking, both to the college and the
students. Great credit goes to the Engineers' Council
for the excellent planning and execution of that event.
We who have worked on the Engineer this past
year feel, at least subjectively, that the old sheet has been
reasonably successful. In whatever degree this may be
true, one contributing factor stands out, and certainly
deserves at least this belated mention. And that is the
help extended by members of the faculty. Miss Sada
Harbarger, Mr. Emerson Kimberly, and Mr. Samuel
Beitier have given generously of their time throughout
the year in their capacities as members of the Advisory
Board. To Mr. Gilbert Coddington goes credit for the
general appearance of the magazine and cover design.
At mention of "The Bookshelf" it is sure that our readers
will realize our debt to the contributor, Mr. Wilson
Dumble. We feel duly indebted in many ways to Mr.
Merril Weed, not only for his many splendid articles but
for his constant interest and encouragement. And to
many more of the faculty who have contributed from
time to time. And so to all may we say, "Thank you."1
H. M. C.
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